Galilean Nights Event ID: gn129

Number of telescopes: 13
Number of organisers: 15
Number of attendees: 300

Event Report:
October 24: Bad weather (ie Plan B)
1-Chat and discussion with students on astronomy
   We discussed of the place of astronomy in African culture. Sir Alladi Miano Emile Statistician engineer and Alexandre Tano Kan Koffi, president of IVOIR’ASTRO has informed students about concepts such as cosmology and celestial mechanics.

2-planetarium show with Stellarium Software

October 23: unclear sky
Observation of the lunar surface and other celestial objects (Equipment used: Celestron firstcopes and Voyager SkyTour 700 mm.
Start: 21 hours; End: 03 hours of the morning
More than 200 attendees
24th: Orphanage Bingerville
Gift of 6 Firstcopes to orphans and nights observations with the 71 residents of the orphanage.